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this is the first kungfu book by a shaolin grandmaster sifu wong kiew kit who has become a legend it gives a
comprehensive introduction to shaolin kungfu including the philosophy and history of shaolin kungfu a basic
shaolin kungfu set with many secrets revealed combat application internal force training kungfu weapons
general principles of kungfu it is a book that any shaolin kungfu practitioner should have wushu shaolin kung
fu orange belt is an invaluable reference manual that includes important shaoln kung fu forms such as shaolin
tong bi quan northern shaolin 6 duan da tun da chuji chang quan shaolin dao chuji qiangshu and zhongji
gunshu if you enjoyed the first two volumes of wushu shaolin you will definitely enjoy this one as well traces
the history of kung fu and explains some of the various exercises stances kicks hand positions and self defense
techniques involved in its practice get your training off to a great start from basic kicks to practice and
tournaments this book is a perfect introduction to kung fu for beginners it s everything you need to get started
in kung fu whether you are considering taking up this martial art or you ve already started kung fu basics
offers an easy yet comprehensive introduction to everything you need to know to feel confident and be
successful you ll learn about the origins of kung fu philosophy history and different styles what happens in a
kung fu class invaluable tips on choosing the right school getting ready for your first class and basic training
methods the essential elements of the style stances footwork kicks and hand techniques with tips on common
mistakes and how to get the most power out of each move drill and conditioning exercises exercises to
compliment your training practical ways to improve your kung fu technique traditional teaching advice of
chinese masters resources help further develop your knowledge and understanding of kung fu master the
terrifyingly effective phoenix eye fist style of chinese kung fu with this illustrated martial arts guide the secrets
of phoenix eye fist kung fu depicts an enormously potent art also known as chuka shaolin that does not depend
on strength or size instead it utilizes a special striking technique the phoenix eye fist aimed at vital points on
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the opponent s body phoenix eye fist kung fu excels at close range fighting an area neglected in many other
martial arts and employs a variety of lightning fast strikes and kicks due to its deadly efficacy there is no
sparring in chuka shaolin but instead complex two person practice forms are employed both for empty handed
fighting and for fighting with weapons in which the practitioners fight all out and are protected only by a
precise knowledge of the form with hundreds of clear photographs the secrets of phoenix eye fist kung fu
reveals the fundamental techniques of the empty handed art a complete breakdown of the two person empty
hand practice forms detailed instruction in chuka shaolin pole fighting including the practice forms an
overview of the other weapons used in chuka shaolin including the sai the twin knives the spear and the
farmer s hoe special forms of chi kung designed to increase striking power increase vitality and aid in resisting
and healing injuries kung fu loosely meaning hard won achievement was created for hand to hand combat but
also serves as a healthful exercise both mentally and physically learn about aikido s history moves training and
more with this title complete with a photo diagram informative sidebars and glossary aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
secrets of the most devastating of the eastern martial arts kungfu is one of the most spectacular forms of
martial arts in the world developed by the chinese it is the art of open handed fighting employing a series of
movements attacks and counter attacks parries and blocks without the use of weapons kung fu s skill and
effectiveness is well known and is practiced all over the world by those who want to benefit by this supreme
art here is a step by step guide to learning kung fu for self defense speed sensitivity and endurance this book
provides you with your own complete course with action illustrations to explain every position parry counter
attack block etc with special tips for all stances and movements the book reveals the closely guarded
techniques of hung gar kung fu a ferocious yet graceful art this classic text now on its twentieth printing
covers every aspect of the eponymous form which melds the powerful attacks of the tiger with the elusive
flowing techniques of the crane the accompanying dvd features five animal hand forms tiger crane leopard
snake and dragon as well as special conditioning and self defense learn the ancient self defense system of
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kempo with this illustrated martial arts guide kempo is one of the oldest most dynamic martial arts it is a
derivative of kung fu developed in southern china over a thousand years ago this book proves that kenpo
although an ancient military art has direct application and relevance to our lives today this kung fu book is
designed to guide not only those seriously interested in learning kempo kung fu but also to assist men women
and children concerned about gaining better physical fitness better over all body tone and general well being
as well as a firm sense of self confidence four introductory lessons coupled with clear photographs aid readers
in executing with accuracy and safety all essential stances and techniques after these have been mastered the
remaining lessons accompanied by helpful exercises can be practiced with ease rather than violence for its
own sake kenpo offers defensive techniques for self protection which can be mastered in about three months
kung fu is an exciting and popular form of martial arts like all martial arts kung fu not only teaches self
defense it also teaches confidence concentration and physical fitness people have practiced kung fu for
thousands of years during which numerous styles and techniques have developed this volume looks at the
history of kung fu from ancient china to the modern dojo fact boxes highlight key exercises equipment and
important figures associated with kung fu full color photographs accompany informative and accessible text
that will appeal to developing and independent readers a comprehensive guide to shaolin lohan kung fu from
both ancient and contemporary masters with a new foreword by historian and martial artist alexander bennett
shaolin kung fu details the oldest form of this ancient chinese martial art shaolin kung fu is prized for its
elegant style effectiveness as a fighting system and as an exercise that benefits both body and mind authors
donn f draeger and p ng chye khim both master martial artists and shaolin experts focus on the lohan
technique believed to have developed from a form devised at the legendary shaolin temple some 1 500 years
ago this comprehensive book offers a practical introduction including the history and fundamentals of shaolin
kung fu the fundamentals of shaolin a complete description of the lohan technique and how to master it
detailed shaolin training methods including the use of weapons weapons used in shaolin this book is intended
as a supplement to a dedicated training program and includes detailed instructions explaining both the solo
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and partner practice forms accompanied by over 400 photos and sketches this excellent introduction to the
lohan form is a must have for every serious student of shaolin and kung fu shaolin kung fu was intended to
provide buddhist monks in ancient china with an art that would not only act as an intense conditioning tool but
also arm them with a formidable system of self defense though the context for these skills has changed modern
readers can benefit from this method in much the same way as its original students the kung fu masters of old
china knew that the flute a simple musical instrument was one of the most deadly weapons of all time the same
held true for the staff in the hands of a master these simple weapons could destroy an enemy in this book
renowned master chan poi teaches the techniques forms and principles of combat that meet the demands of
today s self defense the hung system is one of the most popular styles of siu lum temple boxing in china and
this book present the facts behind this ancient art master the northern style of chinese shaolin kung fu with
this illustrated martial arts guide the secrets of northern shaolin kung fu pek sil lum is a comprehensive guide
to the theory and practice of the traditional chinese art known to the west as northern shaolin kung fu it
includes a historical overview basic positions and authentic forms and techniques pek sil lum is especially
renowned for its repertoire of kicking techniques ranging from simple front kicks to jumping twirling crescent
kicks to the dreaded tornado kick and includes open and closed hand strikes and a number of weapons forms
simple direct and deadly it s the art of ngo cho kun or fists of the five ancestors in its approach to iron body
training its reliance on the sam chien stance and its special emphasis on hard and soft techniques this fukien
style of kung fu is believed to be the root of the goju ryu and uechi ryu okinawan karate systems during the
declining years of the ching dynasty sijo chua giok beng combined the salient features of five styles from five
masters into the formation of ngo cho kun a distinct blend of both external and internal chinese martial arts
aside from being an effective form of self defense diligent practice of ngo cho kun can balance the body s
metabolism strengthen internal organs and improve general well being ngo cho kun is at once historically
significant and practical for modern day self defense needs five ancestor fist kung fu is a must for those who
are interested in the historical connection between kung fu and karate or who wish to expand their self
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defense repertoire developed by wang lang over 300 years ago praying mantis kung fu is the only martial art
based on the fighting skills of an insect this fascinating system utilizes swift methodical movements for defense
and offense and is well respected as an art that helps practitioners develop great strength and perseverance
the complete guide to northern praying mantis kung fu provides an in depth look at the history and practice of
this remarkable martial art author stuart alve olson a student of t t liang draws on the lineages of masters feng
huan i and wang han fon but includes detailed description of all major schools styles and lineages the first half
of the book focuses on tactics and theory the second half contains step by step descriptions of the fundamental
praying mantis stances exercises footwork and kicks clearly illustrated by more than 200 photographs what
sets this book apart from other works on praying mantis is its philosophical depth author olson gives a clear
account of the development of the art and the taoist principles from which it arose this book provides the basis
for not only mastering the martial art of praying mantis kung fu but also mastering oneself the true goal of all
martial arts the sword polisher s record originally a monthly column that appeared for more than a decade in
three magazines including kungfu magazine and black belt magazine brought a sense of authenticity to the
kung fu which had long been overly commercialized and filled with misconceptions highlighted with over 60
illustrations the sword polisher s record the way of kung fu is an anthology of the monthly column is organized
into eight inter connected sections each examining a different aspect of kung fu including its foundations
theories important concepts and principles related to kung fu styles and forms usage and training and
discussions on the future of kung fu and it s place in our lives kung fu has evolved from a traditional means of
defence to become a system of attacking and defending oneself with or without weapons exercising the body
and maintaining good physical and mental health as such these practices have found an international following
yet what has remained a largely unexplored area is the scientific principles behind these martial arts this book
not only covers the brief history of chinese martial arts but also brings together the wisdom of a kung fu grand
master with a scientist and teacher to explain the scientific reasons why kung fu is the powerful practice that
it is using the principles of physics biomechanics and biology with a number of drawings showing some basic
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postures of kung fu the authors present a deep understanding of how the styles the specific movements and
methods of attack and defence operate this handbook looks at the history and development of kung fu as well
as demonstrating stances hand and foot techniques from some of the main styles and the philosophy behind
the martial art world renowned kung fu master waysun johnny tsai shares his practical self defense techniques
in this book which allows one to understand and control combat distances and defense angles shaolin kung fu
offers a unique understanding of violence and how to avoid conflict yet even with these tools situations arise
that force the use of these methods tsai explains each move with photographs in a detailed format explaining
ways to protect oneself read an opponent block the assault and injure the attacker techniques explained in this
instructional guide include how to defend against an attacker s punch kick or grab knowing which target areas
to utilize when caught in a bear hug grab and ways to attack quickly to defend against a knife or multiple
attackers these proven methods have been used by women executives and fbi agents among others to provide
personal confidence to help them defend themselves in any threatening situation a thirty fourth generation
warrior monk from china s shaolin temple draws on his years of experience in martial arts training to present a
four week program of fitness and spiritual exercises designed to improve both physical and mental health 100
000 first printing born and raised in columbus ohio and joined the u s military at the age of 17 i have retired
since in el paso texas during that time trained for 3 years competed and obtain a black belt in taekwondo i do
have a nice wrestling background as well my journey began looking for a creative outlet or hobby to past the
time after searching numerous dojo s i accidently stumble upon the art of kung fu san soo the legendary and
devastating pure chinese martial art that has few equals the under taking of any martial arts will be a very
arduous journey so let s begin shall we the art of shaolin kung fu is the ultimate guide to kung fu from theory
to practical application this unique martial arts book by a renowned grandmaster is a complete and
comprehensive introduction to kung fu and all other aspects of ancient shaolin wisdom you will learn the
ancient art of the shaolin monks from the famous shaolin monastery it will prove invaluable to everyone
interested in martial arts chi kung and meditation showing how kung fu and other shaolin arts can bring you
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health vitality mental focus and spiritual joy chapters include what is kung fu four aspects of kung fu the
importance of force training application for combat and daily living kung fu philosophy for deeper
understanding the benefits of kung fu the historical development of chinese martial arts kung fu in prehistoric
and ancient times the glorious han and tang the modern period from shaolin to taijiquan shaolin kung fu the
various styles of taijiquan soft and hard internal and external a comparative study of kung fu contrasting
shaolin and wudang kung fu xingyi kung fu and taoist concepts tanglangquan or praying mantis kung fu the
spread of southern kung fu defining aims and objectives setting aims for kung fu training personal objectives
course objectives the foundation of shaolin kung fu inheritance from past masters various shaolin hand forms
basic shaolin patterns from form to combat application the four directions of attack the principles of effective
combat specific techniques against kicks combat sequences and set practice relieving injuries sustained in
sparring composing your own kung fu sets shaolin five animals understanding characteristics and essence the
five animal set the names of the five animal patterns five animal combination set how to improve combat
efficiency spacing and timing in combat the internal force of shaolin kung fu the relationship between
technique and force the compassionate art of qin na the internal force of tiger claw tactics and strategies using
continuous attack effectively a tactic to distract your opponent selecting strategies to suit particular situations
classical kung fu weapons staffs whips knives and other weapons light and heavy weapons understanding and
developing chi the various genres of chi kung lohan embracing buddha abdominal breathing shaolin kung fu
and zen culitvating heart nourishing nature bodhidharma and taoism in zen the shaolin way to enlightenment
attaining a focused mind meditation to train awareness shaolin kung fu for spiritual development master the
ancient chinese martial art of shaolin kung fu with this illustrated martial arts guide the style of marital arts
described in this book is believed to have developed from a form devised at the shaolin temple by the indian
monk bodhidharma called shih pa lohan shou eighteen arhat hands it was the original lohan form its purpose
was to provide monks with exercises that would not only strengthen their bodies and minds but also arm them
with a formidable system of self defense the authors present the lohan techniques of south china as taught by
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the hood khar pai in both solo and partner practice forms intended as a supplement to actual training shaolin
lohan kung fu gives the history of the shaolin arts and then continues with a detailed explanation of the lohan
form accompanied by almost 30 sketches and over 400 black and white photographs this straightforward
introduction to the lohan system is a must for any serious student of shaolin techniques chapters include
background of shaolin kung fu fundamentals of shaolin the lohan pattern shaolin training methods and more
the power of shaolin kung fu offers readers a comprehensive course in the fundamental movements that have
been practiced and perfected by warrior monks for centuries it includes instruction in the powerful striking
techniques that so often lead to decisive victory in today s mixed martial arts bouts the book includes 300 color
photographs along with detailed textual instructions and training tips shaolin kung fu is an indispensible part
of every martial artist s repertoire a vital means to improve your movement motion and balance skills and the
best way for a mixed martial arts fighter to improve and perfect striking skills this informative kung fu book
also shares the moral and ethical philosophies that underlie the jow ga system shaolin jow ga kung fu is a
combination of southern and northern shaolin techniques making it by far the most effective in terms of
combining blinding speed with devastatingly powerful strikes jow ga kung fu alternatively referred to as chow
gar kung fu is an ancient martial art with roots in southern china it is distinguished by its emphasis on close
range combat low stances and swift and forceful attacks the aesthetic is a synthesis of two significant
influences jow family style established by jow lung during the late qing dynasty circa the late 1800s this style
places significant emphasis on robust and forceful methodologies it employs direct and unambiguous
techniques including strikes kicks and blocks hung ga style alternatively referred to as hung gar this style
derives its nomenclature from its progenitor the shaolin kung fu master hung hei gun hung ga is renowned for
its incorporation of animal inspired movements forceful hand strikes and strong stances jow ga kung fu
integrates components from both of these styles including dynamic footwork forceful stances and strong hand
techniques it emphasizes conditioning practical applications of self defense and the philosophy of traditional
chinese martial arts typical jow ga kung fu training consists of conditioning exercises partner routines
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sparring and the rehearsal of form sequences similar to other conventional martial arts this style places equal
emphasis on character development discipline and respect in addition to physical training eric lee known as
the king of kata is an acclaimed expert on kung fu weapons this book covers the advanced techniques of the
three sectional staff also includes lee s special training methods a traditional form and applications against
other weapons in ancient china there were those who were called immortals not surprisingly most of these
men and women were practitioners of kung fu and lived up to one hundred and fifty years old what secrets
does kung fu contain that allows its practitioners to live longer healthier lives in this book sifu li examines the
effects and benefits of kung fu training and how it just might allow even us to become immortal your search
for true identity is over the amazing white lotus system of kung fu takes the power of the mind body and spirit
to new heights of awareness strength and insight discover how special exercises can cultivate both better
health and increased fighting power and for the first time the seven star system of the body is examined the
advanced methods of white lotus kung fu will sharpen your senses and reflexes and take your mental and
physical capabilities to an all time high carradine shares the knowledge he has obtained through his years of
practicin kung fu and offers advice on healing nutrition stance training stretchin class self defense meditation
and philosophy kung fu is a form of martial arts that has been developed over the centuries in china learning
the history behind this ancient martial art will help readers appreciate the practice much more full of facts
colorful photographs and easy to follow diagrams this book helps and engages any young reader shaolin kung
fu manual description table of contents summary description of shaolin kung fu and benefits of training shaolin
kung fu history timeline and influences of its originators including bodhidharma and priest yue the six
paramitas the five perfections genealogy chart historical map the influence of the original five animal methods
of the shaolin tradition learning methods and goals training methods in shaolin kung fu chi kung energization
methods breath work crane breath and cobra breath stretching training preparation tan tien expansion
sequence meditation mudra chi kung in forms training san zan the ancient wisdom of the three battles pai she
chuan form of the ancient wisdom of the white snake pai he chuan form of the ancient wisdom of the white
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crane sui shi no kon staff form chi kung version training methods in martial shaolin kung fu training in stance
footwork technique combinations self defense strategies energy delivery martial forms yue chia hsing i yue
chia hsing er yue chia hsing san yue chia hsing si yue chia hsing wu wu sattva chuan sui shi no kon staff form
martial version the mystical meaning of the movement mudra and names of the movements within the chi kung
forms san zan pai she chuan pai he chuan symbolism and use of each of the most common shaolin mudra used
in shaolin kung fu shaolin kung fu teacher certification requirements and grading methods glossary of terms
and concepts overview the modern view of shaolin kung fu is based on incomplete second hand information
and an overwhelming influence of the chinese communist government these influences have eliminated much
of the self defense methods and strategies much of the physical health training and maintenance methods and
nearly all of the spiritual awareness development concepts and training methods this book breaks the norm of
modern shaolin kung fu manuals in that it presents and explains these missing shaolin influences pages 181 8
5 x 11 illustrations 47 maps 1 charts 1 instructional dvds are available from the publisher a fun and accessible
introduction to studying kungfu designed specifically with the interests and capabilities of young martial
artists in mind first time martial arts students are not just starting a program of physical and mental practice
they are entering a new world one that not only has new rules new goals and even new clothing but that also
offers them lots of new opportunities for fun and accomplishment kungfu for kids will help prepare kids to
start learning about kungfu and help them practice at home it includes thorough introductions to the history
and philosophy of the techniques what to expect in the first few classes how to warm up and practice and
advice on setting goals with over 75 full color illustrations including 40 clearly diagrammed kungfu exercises
along with lots of fun facts and informative sidebars written in kid friendly jargon free language this is the
perfect introduction for the younger martial artist traces the history of kung fu and explains some of the
various exercises stances kicks hand positions and self defense techniques involved in its practice this new
edition of bruce lee s classic work rejuvenates the authority insight and charm of the master s original 1963
publication for modern audiences it seemlessly brings together lee s original language descriptions and
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demonstrations with new material for readers martial arts enthusiasts and collectors that want lee in his
purest form this timeless work preserves the integrity of lee s hand drawn diagrams and captioned photo
sequences in which he demonstrates a variety of training exercises and fighting techniques ranging from gung
fu stances and leg training to single and multiple opponent scenarios thought provoking essays on the history
of gung fu the theory of yin and yang and personal first edition testimonials by james y lee the legendary ed
parker and jujutsu icon wally jay round out this one and only book by lee on the chinese martial arts from back
cover



Introduction to Shaolin Kungfu 1976 this is the first kungfu book by a shaolin grandmaster sifu wong kiew kit
who has become a legend it gives a comprehensive introduction to shaolin kungfu including the philosophy
and history of shaolin kungfu a basic shaolin kungfu set with many secrets revealed combat application
internal force training kungfu weapons general principles of kungfu it is a book that any shaolin kungfu
practitioner should have
Wushu Shaolin Kung Fu : Orange Belt 2010-12-08 wushu shaolin kung fu orange belt is an invaluable
reference manual that includes important shaoln kung fu forms such as shaolin tong bi quan northern shaolin
6 duan da tun da chuji chang quan shaolin dao chuji qiangshu and zhongji gunshu if you enjoyed the first two
volumes of wushu shaolin you will definitely enjoy this one as well
Kung Fu for Young People 1982 traces the history of kung fu and explains some of the various exercises
stances kicks hand positions and self defense techniques involved in its practice
Kung Fu Basics 2018-06-19 get your training off to a great start from basic kicks to practice and
tournaments this book is a perfect introduction to kung fu for beginners it s everything you need to get started
in kung fu whether you are considering taking up this martial art or you ve already started kung fu basics
offers an easy yet comprehensive introduction to everything you need to know to feel confident and be
successful you ll learn about the origins of kung fu philosophy history and different styles what happens in a
kung fu class invaluable tips on choosing the right school getting ready for your first class and basic training
methods the essential elements of the style stances footwork kicks and hand techniques with tips on common
mistakes and how to get the most power out of each move drill and conditioning exercises exercises to
compliment your training practical ways to improve your kung fu technique traditional teaching advice of
chinese masters resources help further develop your knowledge and understanding of kung fu
Secrets of Phoenix Eye Fist Kung Fu 2000-09-01 master the terrifyingly effective phoenix eye fist style of
chinese kung fu with this illustrated martial arts guide the secrets of phoenix eye fist kung fu depicts an
enormously potent art also known as chuka shaolin that does not depend on strength or size instead it utilizes



a special striking technique the phoenix eye fist aimed at vital points on the opponent s body phoenix eye fist
kung fu excels at close range fighting an area neglected in many other martial arts and employs a variety of
lightning fast strikes and kicks due to its deadly efficacy there is no sparring in chuka shaolin but instead
complex two person practice forms are employed both for empty handed fighting and for fighting with
weapons in which the practitioners fight all out and are protected only by a precise knowledge of the form
with hundreds of clear photographs the secrets of phoenix eye fist kung fu reveals the fundamental techniques
of the empty handed art a complete breakdown of the two person empty hand practice forms detailed
instruction in chuka shaolin pole fighting including the practice forms an overview of the other weapons used
in chuka shaolin including the sai the twin knives the spear and the farmer s hoe special forms of chi kung
designed to increase striking power increase vitality and aid in resisting and healing injuries
Kung Fu 2015-01-01 kung fu loosely meaning hard won achievement was created for hand to hand combat
but also serves as a healthful exercise both mentally and physically learn about aikido s history moves training
and more with this title complete with a photo diagram informative sidebars and glossary aligned to common
core standards and correlated to state standards sportszone is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
Better Kungfu 1995 secrets of the most devastating of the eastern martial arts kungfu is one of the most
spectacular forms of martial arts in the world developed by the chinese it is the art of open handed fighting
employing a series of movements attacks and counter attacks parries and blocks without the use of weapons
kung fu s skill and effectiveness is well known and is practiced all over the world by those who want to benefit
by this supreme art here is a step by step guide to learning kung fu for self defense speed sensitivity and
endurance this book provides you with your own complete course with action illustrations to explain every
position parry counter attack block etc with special tips for all stances and movements
The Tiger/crane Form of Hung Gar Kung-fu 1983 the book reveals the closely guarded techniques of hung
gar kung fu a ferocious yet graceful art this classic text now on its twentieth printing covers every aspect of
the eponymous form which melds the powerful attacks of the tiger with the elusive flowing techniques of the



crane the accompanying dvd features five animal hand forms tiger crane leopard snake and dragon as well as
special conditioning and self defense
Chinese Kung-Fu (Kenpo) 2005-01-05 learn the ancient self defense system of kempo with this illustrated
martial arts guide kempo is one of the oldest most dynamic martial arts it is a derivative of kung fu developed
in southern china over a thousand years ago this book proves that kenpo although an ancient military art has
direct application and relevance to our lives today this kung fu book is designed to guide not only those
seriously interested in learning kempo kung fu but also to assist men women and children concerned about
gaining better physical fitness better over all body tone and general well being as well as a firm sense of self
confidence four introductory lessons coupled with clear photographs aid readers in executing with accuracy
and safety all essential stances and techniques after these have been mastered the remaining lessons
accompanied by helpful exercises can be practiced with ease rather than violence for its own sake kenpo offers
defensive techniques for self protection which can be mastered in about three months
Kung Fu 2019-12-15 kung fu is an exciting and popular form of martial arts like all martial arts kung fu not
only teaches self defense it also teaches confidence concentration and physical fitness people have practiced
kung fu for thousands of years during which numerous styles and techniques have developed this volume looks
at the history of kung fu from ancient china to the modern dojo fact boxes highlight key exercises equipment
and important figures associated with kung fu full color photographs accompany informative and accessible
text that will appeal to developing and independent readers
Shaolin Kung Fu 2020-03-31 a comprehensive guide to shaolin lohan kung fu from both ancient and
contemporary masters with a new foreword by historian and martial artist alexander bennett shaolin kung fu
details the oldest form of this ancient chinese martial art shaolin kung fu is prized for its elegant style
effectiveness as a fighting system and as an exercise that benefits both body and mind authors donn f draeger
and p ng chye khim both master martial artists and shaolin experts focus on the lohan technique believed to
have developed from a form devised at the legendary shaolin temple some 1 500 years ago this comprehensive



book offers a practical introduction including the history and fundamentals of shaolin kung fu the
fundamentals of shaolin a complete description of the lohan technique and how to master it detailed shaolin
training methods including the use of weapons weapons used in shaolin this book is intended as a supplement
to a dedicated training program and includes detailed instructions explaining both the solo and partner
practice forms accompanied by over 400 photos and sketches this excellent introduction to the lohan form is a
must have for every serious student of shaolin and kung fu shaolin kung fu was intended to provide buddhist
monks in ancient china with an art that would not only act as an intense conditioning tool but also arm them
with a formidable system of self defense though the context for these skills has changed modern readers can
benefit from this method in much the same way as its original students
Fatal Flute and Stick Forms 1985 the kung fu masters of old china knew that the flute a simple musical
instrument was one of the most deadly weapons of all time the same held true for the staff in the hands of a
master these simple weapons could destroy an enemy in this book renowned master chan poi teaches the
techniques forms and principles of combat that meet the demands of today s self defense
Hung Gar Kung-Fu 1973 the hung system is one of the most popular styles of siu lum temple boxing in china
and this book present the facts behind this ancient art
Secrets of Northern Shaolin Kung-fu 1998-11-15 master the northern style of chinese shaolin kung fu with this
illustrated martial arts guide the secrets of northern shaolin kung fu pek sil lum is a comprehensive guide to
the theory and practice of the traditional chinese art known to the west as northern shaolin kung fu it includes
a historical overview basic positions and authentic forms and techniques pek sil lum is especially renowned for
its repertoire of kicking techniques ranging from simple front kicks to jumping twirling crescent kicks to the
dreaded tornado kick and includes open and closed hand strikes and a number of weapons forms
Five Ancestor Fist Kung Fu 2011-11-22 simple direct and deadly it s the art of ngo cho kun or fists of the five
ancestors in its approach to iron body training its reliance on the sam chien stance and its special emphasis on
hard and soft techniques this fukien style of kung fu is believed to be the root of the goju ryu and uechi ryu



okinawan karate systems during the declining years of the ching dynasty sijo chua giok beng combined the
salient features of five styles from five masters into the formation of ngo cho kun a distinct blend of both
external and internal chinese martial arts aside from being an effective form of self defense diligent practice of
ngo cho kun can balance the body s metabolism strengthen internal organs and improve general well being
ngo cho kun is at once historically significant and practical for modern day self defense needs five ancestor fist
kung fu is a must for those who are interested in the historical connection between kung fu and karate or who
wish to expand their self defense repertoire
The Complete Guide to Northern Praying Mantis Kung Fu 2012-11-13 developed by wang lang over 300
years ago praying mantis kung fu is the only martial art based on the fighting skills of an insect this fascinating
system utilizes swift methodical movements for defense and offense and is well respected as an art that helps
practitioners develop great strength and perseverance the complete guide to northern praying mantis kung fu
provides an in depth look at the history and practice of this remarkable martial art author stuart alve olson a
student of t t liang draws on the lineages of masters feng huan i and wang han fon but includes detailed
description of all major schools styles and lineages the first half of the book focuses on tactics and theory the
second half contains step by step descriptions of the fundamental praying mantis stances exercises footwork
and kicks clearly illustrated by more than 200 photographs what sets this book apart from other works on
praying mantis is its philosophical depth author olson gives a clear account of the development of the art and
the taoist principles from which it arose this book provides the basis for not only mastering the martial art of
praying mantis kung fu but also mastering oneself the true goal of all martial arts
Kung Fu & Tai Chi 1981 the sword polisher s record originally a monthly column that appeared for more than
a decade in three magazines including kungfu magazine and black belt magazine brought a sense of
authenticity to the kung fu which had long been overly commercialized and filled with misconceptions
highlighted with over 60 illustrations the sword polisher s record the way of kung fu is an anthology of the
monthly column is organized into eight inter connected sections each examining a different aspect of kung fu



including its foundations theories important concepts and principles related to kung fu styles and forms usage
and training and discussions on the future of kung fu and it s place in our lives
Sword Polisher's Record 1998-04-15 kung fu has evolved from a traditional means of defence to become a
system of attacking and defending oneself with or without weapons exercising the body and maintaining good
physical and mental health as such these practices have found an international following yet what has
remained a largely unexplored area is the scientific principles behind these martial arts this book not only
covers the brief history of chinese martial arts but also brings together the wisdom of a kung fu grand master
with a scientist and teacher to explain the scientific reasons why kung fu is the powerful practice that it is
using the principles of physics biomechanics and biology with a number of drawings showing some basic
postures of kung fu the authors present a deep understanding of how the styles the specific movements and
methods of attack and defence operate
Kung Fu and Science 2016-07-15 this handbook looks at the history and development of kung fu as well as
demonstrating stances hand and foot techniques from some of the main styles and the philosophy behind the
martial art
The Kung Fu Handbook 2008-01 world renowned kung fu master waysun johnny tsai shares his practical
self defense techniques in this book which allows one to understand and control combat distances and defense
angles shaolin kung fu offers a unique understanding of violence and how to avoid conflict yet even with these
tools situations arise that force the use of these methods tsai explains each move with photographs in a
detailed format explaining ways to protect oneself read an opponent block the assault and injure the attacker
techniques explained in this instructional guide include how to defend against an attacker s punch kick or grab
knowing which target areas to utilize when caught in a bear hug grab and ways to attack quickly to defend
against a knife or multiple attackers these proven methods have been used by women executives and fbi
agents among others to provide personal confidence to help them defend themselves in any threatening
situation



Practical Kung-Fu Street Defense 2008-06-01 a thirty fourth generation warrior monk from china s shaolin
temple draws on his years of experience in martial arts training to present a four week program of fitness and
spiritual exercises designed to improve both physical and mental health 100 000 first printing
Chinese Karate Kung-Fu 2011-09-01 born and raised in columbus ohio and joined the u s military at the age
of 17 i have retired since in el paso texas during that time trained for 3 years competed and obtain a black belt
in taekwondo i do have a nice wrestling background as well my journey began looking for a creative outlet or
hobby to past the time after searching numerous dojo s i accidently stumble upon the art of kung fu san soo
the legendary and devastating pure chinese martial art that has few equals the under taking of any martial
arts will be a very arduous journey so let s begin shall we
The Shaolin Workout 2006-05-16 the art of shaolin kung fu is the ultimate guide to kung fu from theory to
practical application this unique martial arts book by a renowned grandmaster is a complete and
comprehensive introduction to kung fu and all other aspects of ancient shaolin wisdom you will learn the
ancient art of the shaolin monks from the famous shaolin monastery it will prove invaluable to everyone
interested in martial arts chi kung and meditation showing how kung fu and other shaolin arts can bring you
health vitality mental focus and spiritual joy chapters include what is kung fu four aspects of kung fu the
importance of force training application for combat and daily living kung fu philosophy for deeper
understanding the benefits of kung fu the historical development of chinese martial arts kung fu in prehistoric
and ancient times the glorious han and tang the modern period from shaolin to taijiquan shaolin kung fu the
various styles of taijiquan soft and hard internal and external a comparative study of kung fu contrasting
shaolin and wudang kung fu xingyi kung fu and taoist concepts tanglangquan or praying mantis kung fu the
spread of southern kung fu defining aims and objectives setting aims for kung fu training personal objectives
course objectives the foundation of shaolin kung fu inheritance from past masters various shaolin hand forms
basic shaolin patterns from form to combat application the four directions of attack the principles of effective
combat specific techniques against kicks combat sequences and set practice relieving injuries sustained in



sparring composing your own kung fu sets shaolin five animals understanding characteristics and essence the
five animal set the names of the five animal patterns five animal combination set how to improve combat
efficiency spacing and timing in combat the internal force of shaolin kung fu the relationship between
technique and force the compassionate art of qin na the internal force of tiger claw tactics and strategies using
continuous attack effectively a tactic to distract your opponent selecting strategies to suit particular situations
classical kung fu weapons staffs whips knives and other weapons light and heavy weapons understanding and
developing chi the various genres of chi kung lohan embracing buddha abdominal breathing shaolin kung fu
and zen culitvating heart nourishing nature bodhidharma and taoism in zen the shaolin way to enlightenment
attaining a focused mind meditation to train awareness shaolin kung fu for spiritual development
Kung Fu San Soo 2013-11-11 master the ancient chinese martial art of shaolin kung fu with this illustrated
martial arts guide the style of marital arts described in this book is believed to have developed from a form
devised at the shaolin temple by the indian monk bodhidharma called shih pa lohan shou eighteen arhat hands
it was the original lohan form its purpose was to provide monks with exercises that would not only strengthen
their bodies and minds but also arm them with a formidable system of self defense the authors present the
lohan techniques of south china as taught by the hood khar pai in both solo and partner practice forms
intended as a supplement to actual training shaolin lohan kung fu gives the history of the shaolin arts and then
continues with a detailed explanation of the lohan form accompanied by almost 30 sketches and over 400 black
and white photographs this straightforward introduction to the lohan system is a must for any serious student
of shaolin techniques chapters include background of shaolin kung fu fundamentals of shaolin the lohan
pattern shaolin training methods and more
Shaolin Wu Bu Quan 2011 the power of shaolin kung fu offers readers a comprehensive course in the
fundamental movements that have been practiced and perfected by warrior monks for centuries it includes
instruction in the powerful striking techniques that so often lead to decisive victory in today s mixed martial
arts bouts the book includes 300 color photographs along with detailed textual instructions and training tips



shaolin kung fu is an indispensible part of every martial artist s repertoire a vital means to improve your
movement motion and balance skills and the best way for a mixed martial arts fighter to improve and perfect
striking skills this informative kung fu book also shares the moral and ethical philosophies that underlie the
jow ga system shaolin jow ga kung fu is a combination of southern and northern shaolin techniques making it
by far the most effective in terms of combining blinding speed with devastatingly powerful strikes
The Art of Shaolin Kung Fu 2022-07-19 jow ga kung fu alternatively referred to as chow gar kung fu is an
ancient martial art with roots in southern china it is distinguished by its emphasis on close range combat low
stances and swift and forceful attacks the aesthetic is a synthesis of two significant influences jow family style
established by jow lung during the late qing dynasty circa the late 1800s this style places significant emphasis
on robust and forceful methodologies it employs direct and unambiguous techniques including strikes kicks
and blocks hung ga style alternatively referred to as hung gar this style derives its nomenclature from its
progenitor the shaolin kung fu master hung hei gun hung ga is renowned for its incorporation of animal
inspired movements forceful hand strikes and strong stances jow ga kung fu integrates components from both
of these styles including dynamic footwork forceful stances and strong hand techniques it emphasizes
conditioning practical applications of self defense and the philosophy of traditional chinese martial arts typical
jow ga kung fu training consists of conditioning exercises partner routines sparring and the rehearsal of form
sequences similar to other conventional martial arts this style places equal emphasis on character
development discipline and respect in addition to physical training
Shaolin Lohan Kung-Fu 2011-12-20 eric lee known as the king of kata is an acclaimed expert on kung fu
weapons this book covers the advanced techniques of the three sectional staff also includes lee s special
training methods a traditional form and applications against other weapons
Power of Shaolin Kung Fu 2014-09-30 in ancient china there were those who were called immortals not
surprisingly most of these men and women were practitioners of kung fu and lived up to one hundred and fifty
years old what secrets does kung fu contain that allows its practitioners to live longer healthier lives in this



book sifu li examines the effects and benefits of kung fu training and how it just might allow even us to become
immortal
Jow-Ga Kung Fu 2024-03-24 your search for true identity is over the amazing white lotus system of kung fu
takes the power of the mind body and spirit to new heights of awareness strength and insight discover how
special exercises can cultivate both better health and increased fighting power and for the first time the seven
star system of the body is examined the advanced methods of white lotus kung fu will sharpen your senses and
reflexes and take your mental and physical capabilities to an all time high
Advanced Three Sectional Staff 1985 carradine shares the knowledge he has obtained through his years of
practicin kung fu and offers advice on healing nutrition stance training stretchin class self defense meditation
and philosophy
Kung Fu: The Secrets to Health, Fitness, and Becoming Immortal 2019-08-22 kung fu is a form of
martial arts that has been developed over the centuries in china learning the history behind this ancient
martial art will help readers appreciate the practice much more full of facts colorful photographs and easy to
follow diagrams this book helps and engages any young reader
Kung Fu 1987 shaolin kung fu manual description table of contents summary description of shaolin kung fu
and benefits of training shaolin kung fu history timeline and influences of its originators including
bodhidharma and priest yue the six paramitas the five perfections genealogy chart historical map the influence
of the original five animal methods of the shaolin tradition learning methods and goals training methods in
shaolin kung fu chi kung energization methods breath work crane breath and cobra breath stretching training
preparation tan tien expansion sequence meditation mudra chi kung in forms training san zan the ancient
wisdom of the three battles pai she chuan form of the ancient wisdom of the white snake pai he chuan form of
the ancient wisdom of the white crane sui shi no kon staff form chi kung version training methods in martial
shaolin kung fu training in stance footwork technique combinations self defense strategies energy delivery
martial forms yue chia hsing i yue chia hsing er yue chia hsing san yue chia hsing si yue chia hsing wu wu



sattva chuan sui shi no kon staff form martial version the mystical meaning of the movement mudra and names
of the movements within the chi kung forms san zan pai she chuan pai he chuan symbolism and use of each of
the most common shaolin mudra used in shaolin kung fu shaolin kung fu teacher certification requirements
and grading methods glossary of terms and concepts overview the modern view of shaolin kung fu is based on
incomplete second hand information and an overwhelming influence of the chinese communist government
these influences have eliminated much of the self defense methods and strategies much of the physical health
training and maintenance methods and nearly all of the spiritual awareness development concepts and
training methods this book breaks the norm of modern shaolin kung fu manuals in that it presents and explains
these missing shaolin influences pages 181 8 5 x 11 illustrations 47 maps 1 charts 1 instructional dvds are
available from the publisher
Shaolin Lian Huan Quan 1993 a fun and accessible introduction to studying kungfu designed specifically with
the interests and capabilities of young martial artists in mind first time martial arts students are not just
starting a program of physical and mental practice they are entering a new world one that not only has new
rules new goals and even new clothing but that also offers them lots of new opportunities for fun and
accomplishment kungfu for kids will help prepare kids to start learning about kungfu and help them practice
at home it includes thorough introductions to the history and philosophy of the techniques what to expect in
the first few classes how to warm up and practice and advice on setting goals with over 75 full color
illustrations including 40 clearly diagrammed kungfu exercises along with lots of fun facts and informative
sidebars written in kid friendly jargon free language this is the perfect introduction for the younger martial
artist
Spirit of Shaolin 2013-01-15 traces the history of kung fu and explains some of the various exercises stances
kicks hand positions and self defense techniques involved in its practice
Kung Fu 1996-05-03 this new edition of bruce lee s classic work rejuvenates the authority insight and charm of
the master s original 1963 publication for modern audiences it seemlessly brings together lee s original



language descriptions and demonstrations with new material for readers martial arts enthusiasts and
collectors that want lee in his purest form this timeless work preserves the integrity of lee s hand drawn
diagrams and captioned photo sequences in which he demonstrates a variety of training exercises and fighting
techniques ranging from gung fu stances and leg training to single and multiple opponent scenarios thought
provoking essays on the history of gung fu the theory of yin and yang and personal first edition testimonials by
james y lee the legendary ed parker and jujutsu icon wally jay round out this one and only book by lee on the
chinese martial arts from back cover
Shaolin Temple Kung Fu Manual 2012-12-11
Kungfu for Kids 1982-05-01
Kung Fu for Young People 1977
Defend Yourself with Kung Fu 1987
Chinese Gung Fu
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